
BOX AND 
BIG BAG TIPPERS

The Revolver box tipper is the next 
generation in vegetable box tipping; 
completely removing the need for 
hydraulic tipping mechanisms,  
making it Tongs’ most advanced and 
energy efficient box tipper to date.

All Electric Drive
Featuring Tong’s Blue Inverter Technology 
controlled motors, the Revolver box tipper 
is fully electric, making the unit even more  
energy efficient than standard box tippers.

      
         

Reduced Forklift Movement
A continuous load/unload process means 
minimal forklift movement; saving time 
and increasing throughput.

Based on a revolutionary patented 
design, instead of a traditional pivot 
tipping action, Tong’s Revolver box 
tipper securely clamps boxes in  

position whilst tipping them with a 
unique forward rolling motion,  
offering exceptionally gentle, yet fast 
and complete emptying of boxes.



 
    

Manufactured in two standard models, 
with the choice of a heavy duty 150 or 
160 degree tipping mechanism, Tong’s 
best selling box tipper ensures 
reliability and consistent throughput.

> 150 Box Tipper 
 A popular choice for tipping one ton  
 boxes, Tong’s 150 degree box tipper  
 is capable of tipping up to 40 tons  
 of crop per hour.

BOX TIPPER

Designed in mild or stainless steel construction, Tong box and big  
bag tippers are built to perform in the most demanding situations.  
Offering gentle, automatic and complete emptying of boxes and bags, 
Tong offers a tipper to suit every requirement, with throughputs up to 
50 tonnes per hour.

> 160 Box Tipper 
 Tong’s heavy duty 160  
 degree box tipper is built  
 to tip boxes weighing up  
 to 2 tons. Designed with  
 the latest ram tipping  
 mechanism and enhanced  
 linkage strength, the 160  
 tipper is the 150 tipper’s  
 beefed-up big brother!

Tip Top Performance, every time

SIDE EJECT TIPPER 

For high throughput box tipping with a 

continuous load and unload cycle, 

Tong’s Side Eject box tipper is built 

upon the single 160 box tipper design, 

with the addition of a heavy duty side 

eject mechanism that pushes empty 

boxes to the side, clear of the tipping 

cradle, allowing full boxes to be 

presented much quicker. This innovative, 

low maintenance design ensures a 

continuous feed of crop to the 

processing line and throughputs up to 

50 tons of crop per hour.

BUILT-IN POWER EFFICIENCY

All Tong box tippers are built with an energy efficient power-saving mode 
which identifies and shuts off the tipper when not in use. 

BIG BAG TIPPER 

Tong’s heavy duty 160 degree tipper can 

be specified as a Big Bag model, suitable 

for tipping 1 ton big bags. For ultimate 

flexibility, the 160 tipper can be specified  

as a Big Bag and Box model which is 

designed to tip both Big Bags and Boxes 

safely and effectively. 


